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B
agnall Saddle Tank 

Locom
otive

Prototype Info 
W.G. Bagnall Ltd's Castle Engine 
Works in Stafford turned out it's 
ubiquitous narrow gauge saddle 
tank locomotives over many 
decades. From industrial concerns 
across the UK ranging from quarries 
to breweries and then abroad during 
the war, many survived to be re-sold 
and found use across the globe and 
as far away as India and Japan. 
 
The Narrow Planet model represents 
a generic example and it's simple 
construction rewards careful 
assembly and provides the modeller 
a good basis for further detailing if 
they so desire.  

About the kit 
Thank you for purchasing this Narrow Planet kit, we hope you enjoy 
building and operating it. Please read through the instructions 
thoroughly before beginning assembly. 
 
The kit is comprised of a 3D printed plastic body shell and a fret of 
etched nickel silver detail parts. Only simple folding of these parts is 
required and they can all be glued in place. We recommend sparing 
use of liquid superglue for assembly, ideally using a bottle with a 
thin applicator nozzle. Due to the nature of the 3D printing process, 
some support material may still be present on the body shell. The 
plastic used is quite brittle so handle the cab support framework 
with care, yet it is easily cleaned up and smoothed with a sharp 
knife and fine wet and dry paper or emery boards. 
 
Please note this is a scale model for adult collectors and not 
intended for children under 14 years of age. 
 
Chassis fixing 
The kit is designed to fit a Bachmann Percy N gauge 0-4-0 chassis. 
The mechanism is well known for it’s good running qualities. Please 
read assembly notes for details of how to fit the chassis. 
 
Couplings 
The kit is supplied with modified Narrow Planet Bosna couplings 
but alternatives could be sourced from RT Models. 
 
Assembly Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 • Clean up the 3D printed body 
Use a fine wet and dry paper (320 then 640 grade if possible) in 
water to achieve a smooth finish to the cab sides and tanks. Rinse 
the model in a white spirit to remove any traces of printing residue 
or grease from handling. Remove the parts from underneath boiler. 
These are 2 couplings, 4 buffing blocks and 2 sand boxes. 
 
2 • Check the donor chassis 
Before removing the body from your donor locomotive it is 
suggested you run the model in following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Note once the body is removed the cylinders are no 
longer held in place so handle the chassis carefully. The cylinder 
need a small modification, first superglue them in position, once 
this has set cut off the protursion between the cylinders so the 
chassis is flat from side to side at the front. A small amount of filler 
can be used to fill the holes in the cylinder tops.
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Carefully remove each part from the fret using a sharp knife 
on a cutting mat or similar hard surface to minimise the risk 
of damaging thin parts. Clean up the tags. 

3 • Test fit the body 
Offer up the kit body to the chassis to check for alignment 
and fitting. No adjustment should be necessary, but if 
required remove a small amount of material with a sharp 
craft knife to the false boiler sides under the saddle tank. 
 
4 • Priming 
Remove the body from the chassis. It is suggested that a coat 
of primer is applied to the body at this stage. The model is 
printed in a material that should be safe to use with most 
model primers, however we recommend the use of the 
Halfords ‘plastic’ primer. Once dry and imperfections in 
surface finish can be addressed with more 640 grade wet 
and dry paper and a further coat of primer. 
 

Parts:  
1  • Front bufferbeam 
2 • Rear bufferbeam 
3 • Cab roof 
4 • Name plates 
5 • Smokebox door 
6 • Works plates 
7 • Cab sides 
8 • Cab rear 
9 • Cab front

np
 

Tools required: 
Sharp craft knife or scalpel. 
Tweezers and small 
screwdrivers. 
Emery paper or boards. 

Parts required:  
Glazing material. 
Smokebox dart. 
Superglue. 



5 • Detailing 
The etched components can now be removed carefully from the 
fret using a sharp knife against a piece of glass, or using sharp 
snips. Once removed from the fret the edges can be smoothed 
down using a needle file to remove traces tabs.  
 
The rear buffer (2) beam is simple glued to the brace at the back 
of the cab. The front buffer beam (1) needs a 90 degree fold 
making, before offering up to the model. The half etched panel will 
need cutting back to fit so the beam is snug against the front of 
the donor chassis. 
 
The smoke box door (5) is simply fitted to the front of the 
smokebox. If you wish you can fit a smokebox door dart (suitable 
examples also available from Light Railway Stores) and holes are 
provided to be opened up as required. Cab handrails can be fitted 
with 0.45mm brass rod (supplied). 
 
The model comes with various cab sheets to allow a variety of 
options to be modelled, as depicted below. Select your preference 
and secure with superglue. The roof (3) needs gently rolling which 
can be done by hand, forming around a Pritt-Stik glue or 
something of a similar diameter.  
 
 
 

6 • Weight 
To improve the performance of the model it is suggested that 
fluid lead or liquid gravity is added within the boiler and 
saddle tanks. These weighting materials are available from 
Eileen’s Emporium or any plumbing supplier. It is 
recommended that these are secured with superglue rather 
than PVA to avoid blooming and expansion of the lead, and 
hence damage to your model. 
 
Painting and finishing 
The standard Bagnall colour was a mid green (Humbrol 131 is 
close) and lined in black and red.  Typical industrial examples 
were finished in unlined green. The upper cab interior was 
usually cream over black lower. The smokebox and cab roof 
should be painted matt black. 
Glazing material should be added after painting. Crew 
members will hide the lack of back head necessitated by the 
Bachmann donor chassis. 
  
The works plates (6) and name plates (4) should be painted 
black whilst attached to the fret, once the paint goes tacky 
(about 5 minutes if using Humbrol enamel) then flip the plate 
over onto a piece of white card and using gentle finger 
pressure rub the plate in a circular motion. You will remove all 
traces of paint from the raised surfaces without scratching 
the metal. These can be cut out carefully and removed and 
secured on the model, using a small spot of superglue, or 
matt varnish. 
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About Narrow Planet 
Narrow Planet was founded in 2010 and offers a custom 
etching service for unique nameplates, works plates and 
number plates for your model railway locos and stock. In any 
size or shape from 2mm:ft to 16mm:ft scales. Many 
manufacturers’ styles are available, our full range and 
ordering information can be found on our website. 
 
This kit was originally designed by James Hilton in 2015 and 
revised in 2022. If you have any queries about the model or 
instructions please get in touch. 
 
Contact Details 
Sold and distributed by Light Railway Stores 
info@narrowplanet.co.uk 
 
PO Box 297 
Bexhill-on-Sea 
TN40 9HF 
UK 
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Option 1:  
Open Cab 

Option 2:  
Front Cab Sheet 

Option 3:  
Front Cab

Option 4:  
Full Cab


